
A Character Letter on Jason Flannery

Jason Flannery is the most racist person and the most racist cop I’ve ever met.  
Naturally I’ve thought a lot about what he has said and what this says about him, his 
beliefsystem and personal experiences. In no way have I jumped to any conclusions 
without a lotof reflection.  I swear every bit of what I’ve wrote is 100% true. I have not 
exaggerated or sensationalized anything herein. Nothing has been taken out of context.

My name is Alex Davis. Jason Flannery and I met at some point when I began 
working at the Fitness Center at the Carondelet Park YMCA in the south of Saint Louis 
City, Missouri in October 2012. I made a favorable offhand comment about Obama and 
Jason Flannery responded with something along the lines of, ‘How could you approve of
Obama? Reason, reason, reason why Obama’s the worst.’  It was all within the normal 
jesting of two people with opposing viewpoints. However it didn’t take long for 
Flannery to get to the straight up racist part of his political stance (third or fourth 
conversation) because race, welfare, and crime figure so largely into his daily world. I 
continued talking to him because he didn’t say terrible things all the time and sometimes
he’s good for a laugh or a spot when bench pressing. Over the course of working 
together we had a lot of 20 minute+ conversations on our political views. The last time 
we talked was June 2014.

Flannery was unapologetically vocal about his hate for welfare and any assistance 
tothe poor. He claims welfare has made generations of black people lazy and has created
acultural resistance to working.  To be clear, he doesn’t hate all black people, he just 
hates the ones that don’t act white and the ones on welfare and he hates the fact that 
black Americans predominantly vote Democrat. Flannery’s statements led me to believe 
that the tangible effect this had on his job was that he’s that much quicker to make an 
assumption about any black person that acts black. He has never not helped someone in 
need, but he does have a vocal pessimism about the black people he has to interact with.

What I mean by “acting black” is basically not acting white. Not dressing like 
white people is a prime example. He has called black people ’s clothing “retarded” and 
naturally associates dressing black with thugs and welfare recipients. He says they all 
have guns and so many of them have pot/heroin/crack either on them, in their car, or at 
home. Flannery has made such outrageous generalizing statements as “they (black 
women) all get pregnant so they can go on welfare.” And “then those kids grow up to be 
thugs”.  He used language like “animals,” “beasts,” and “niggers.”

A telling occasion happened after two black girls flirted with him. He bantered 
back and acted as normal as any happily married man would if they were white. 
Afterward though he said, “You know you’ll go to hell for sleeping with a black girl.” 
He was joking obviously, but not really. He didn’t literally think that a white guy would 
go to hell for sleeping with a black girl, but this comment, in addition to everything he 
said in the past,made pretty clear what he thought about black people in general.



Prejudices Against Muslims/Islam
Flannery told me that he fought as a Marine in Iraq. I’m 95% sure he said he 

fought in Fallujah in 2003-2004 when Iraq was headed off the deep end. He said he was 
posted in a particularly heavy fire location. For how long I do not know, but the 
omnipresentpossibility of being shot or blown up appears to have made a serious impact.
The similar manner in which Flannery talked about his experience in Iraq and the 
dangers of policing Saint Louis (being under fire, everyone is an enemy) led me to 
believe that he considersusing deadly force too quickly. I have nothing but sympathy for 
anyone who has lived through something like Fallujah, but if Vonderrit Myers didn’t 
deserve to die, Fallujah can’t be an exonerating excuse.

We have a lot of Middle Eastern members at the Carondelet Park YMCA. While 
wewere talking, an Iraqi mother and two 3-5 year old children walked past. Once they 
were out of hearing distance he called them “future terrorists”.  Once again, he was 
joking, but he wasn’t really joking.

He said you can’t be a devout Muslim and not want to overthrow Christianity, 
conquer the whole of the United States and Europe, enslave its inhabitants, and kill those
who won’t convert. He said, “Do you want to end up like Dearborn, Michigan (a city 
with aparticularly large Muslim population)? Because that’s what we’re going to 
become if we keep acting like it’s not a growing problem.”

He also likes the phrase, “sand niggers.” Explanation unnecessary.

Poor Policemanship–Cop Stories
Admittedly, theft is a problem at the Carondelet YMCA. This is a story told by 

Flannery, to myself, after it happened. One day a member’s phone was stolen in the 
gym, the phone tracking app traced the phone to an address which was listed on file for a
particular member (no doubt the guy did it). Flannery told me, the officer dispatched to 
the home was an officer he personally knew and considered not to be competent or 
thorough and unfortunately no phone was found. (Somewhere in the course of events the
thief found out that Flannery knew he took the phone.)

A few days later both Flannery and the thief were walking into the YMCA 
building at the same time and Flannery said some antagonistic joke along the lines of, 
‘you aren’t goingto steal any cellphones today are you?’ The man became irate and said, 
‘I didn’t steal any fucking phone!’ Flannery told me that had the thief not been so strong 
(Flannery is a damn strong powerlifter), or if he had a partner there, he would’ve 
antagonized the thief to provoke the first strike so that Flannery could’ve arrested him 
for that.

Provoking a fight because a suspect couldn’t be charged with the original crime is 
shameful in the highest regard and in direct contradiction of the sworn duties of an 
officer. You have to handle failures like this professionally.

Instance of Welfare-Black Connection
One time a tablet was stolen out of a cubbyhole and its owner saw who did it, the 



guy was black and left the building without being intercepted. When Flannery went to 
Dan Schulze the Executive Director to review the video cameras, Dan Schultz said 
something to the effect of, the camera didn’t face the front of the cubbyhole shelving, so 
the camera didn’t actually film the tablet being picked up and stolen by the suspect and 
therefore Dan Schultz couldn’t give Flannery the guy’s member info. Flannery, telling 
me this story a day or twoafter it happened, says “So (what Dan said) that’s bullshit you 
know. I told him, ‘well then just let me search the database under the category members 
who receive financial assistance from the Y.’” Flannery had a fun laugh, happy he could 
work that jape into a losing argument. He ended with, “Dan didn’t look too happy when 
I said that!”

On Obama
Flannery has said every hateful thing under the sun about Obama. Whatever he 

saidon Twitter or Instagram about Obama pales in comparison to what he’ll say offline. 
Wild accusations include: being a freedom hating tyrant, secret Muslim, terrorist 
sympathizer; Obama increases food stamps and welfare to get blacks and poor people to 
vote for him; and “Michelle Obama is a bitch”for trying to get healthier school lunches.

Conclusion
As late as four days before I found out Jason Flannery was the cop that shot 

Vonderrit Myers, I remarked to friends how I was actually glad I never recorded audio of
some of the outrageous things Jason Flannery has said. The temptation to release that 
audio in the context of the Brown and Myers shooting, as supporting evidence that yes 
there are trigger happy racist Saint Louis cops, would’ve been too great. If I released the 
audio, assuming the one cop I knew didn’t shoot Myers, Flannery would’ve probably 
been demoted or fired. At this point I would be stuck with Flannery not in jail, without a 
job, with a vendetta against me for taking away a profession that is part of his identity, 
and with all the weapons in his possession. Certainly frightening.

Truth be told, when the details of Myers’ death came out I said, “Between Brown 
and Myers, Myers is the one most likely to be guilty of something.” After all Myers did 
have a previous weapons charge (unfortunately no one considers the absence of such a 
charge forBrown to be redeeming, but whatever). In light of the revelation of Jason 
Flannery’s involvement, I have to edit my statement to: If anyone rushed to deadly force,
it would’ve been Flannery. If there was anyone who shot several extra rounds due to 
anger or because dead men can’t defend themselves in court, it was Flannery. Ask 
yourselves, do you really think Jason Flannery, as I’ve described him, would have a 
serious moral dilemma about altering his account to protect himself? My answer is no. 
Flannery is the type of cop to be acutely aware that including phrases like, “he reached 
for my gun” in sworn cop testimony on the use of deadly force will get the Saint Louis 
Police Department to believe his account, barring the most egregious instances of 
excessive force or video evidence to the contrary.


